### Staffing and Structure

**Existing Position**
- **Vice Presidents (or designee)**
- **Divisions**
- **Existing division IT positions**
  - Stays embedded in divisions

**New Position**
- **AVP for Enterprise Systems**
  - Administrative Unit IT Directors*
    - Pres/SVP/DCM/OGC
    - Provost
    - DASSA
    - VPAF
    - VPR

**New or Reclassified Existing Position**
- **VP for Administration and Finance**
- **Provost and Executive Vice President**
- **AVP for Academic IT and Research**
  - College IT Directors*
    - Serves single college or shared across multiple colleges

**Colleges, Campuses, Libraries (Deans or designee)**
- **Departments**
- **Existing IT positions**
  - Stays embedded in colleges

---

*Positions funded centrally and remain embedded with unit